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ENDEAVOUR GROUP MEETING

The next Endeavour Group meeting will be hosted by Harry
Goedings at his home in Katoomba on

Saturday, 5th November’22 from 11:30am
to 1:30pm.

If you wish to come along and need details of the address, please
contact Harry on 0425209491 or by email to
<goedings@beagle.com.au>, lunch will be provided.
Members and visitors are welcome and are encouraged to bring
projects for discussion
The Endeavour Group meetings are held in the informal
atmosphere of a member’s home.

**************************************************************

SMSC CLUB S&T MEETING
The last SMSC meeting for this year will be on

Sunday, 4 December 2022 at 6:30pm
at Wests Ashfield, 115 Liverpool Road, Ashfield

unless otherwise notified. Dinner at the Club to follow.
Members and visitors are welcome and are encouraged to bring
projects for discussion.
Whilst catering for all standards, the problems encountered by beginners in selecting suitable projects and then completing them
(along with other problems and pitfalls) will be addressed at this
meeting

THE FESTIVAL OF MODEL
SHIPBUILDING (aka EXPO) 2022

The Expo was held at Wests Ashfield over the
weekend of 15-16 October with great success. Our friends
from other Clubs joined in, regrettably many of our friends
from this event prior to Covid were unable to join due to commitment, health and age reasons.
The modellers from Sydney Model Shipbuilding Club were
delighted to welcome the modellers from the Hubertus Club,
Task Force 72, the Australian Plastic Modellers Association,
and the International Plastic Modellers Association, as well
as independent entrants so that over 100 models could be
placed on display for the 300 plus visitors who attended..
We thank the tireless work by the organising committee, Anelia and Michael Bennett, Harry
Goedings, Mike Kelly
and Ralph Hannaford,
who in their inimitable
way made the event go
like clockwork.
We thank Alan Bideleux, Steve Gaunt and
Ian Nolan for the promotion they managed
to organise with the
“Western Weekender” news release.
We also thank Cathy and Evert van Oeveren who managed to
get publicity in the “Hills to Hawkesbury Independent”
Finally, with the large number of models on display, it was decided to publish a Special Issue of Chatterbox setting out all
the photos from EXPO (as previously). This will be available
soon.

LEON GRIFFITHS SHIELD for
MODEL SHIPBUILDER AWARD 2022
Congratulations to

RALPH HANNAFORD
who was awarded this
prestigious Award for 2022.

WELL DONE!

Our readers will be able to
access photos of all models
displayed by SMSC
members at EXPO’22 Festival
of Model Shipbuilding in a
Special Issue of Chatterbox to
be published soon.
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SHIP MODELLING CONTINUES
AT MARK MORAN VAUCLUSE

Dach Hall continues to build model ships at the Men’s Cave at his retirement village
in Vaucluse, and Tom Wolf also does much of his ship
modelmaking there. Between them the two make many models each
year on the premises much to the admiration of the residents.
The latest model
build by Dach is
Artesania Latina’s
“Hellen”, a 1:50
scale model with a
solid plastic hull
that can be converted into a radio
control model,

ENDEAVOUR FOUND
Presenting the Evidence

by Australian National Maritime Museum - Events
Tuesday, 1 November 2022 - 4:00 pm – 5:00 pm - Online event by ZOOM
Free, but bookings essential (https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/endeavourfoundpresenting-the-evidence-tickets-334357340807?)

ALL HANDS TO DANCE & SKYLARK!

by Australian National Maritime Museum - Events
Thursday., 15 December 2022 - 2:00 pm – 3:30 pm
The Theatre, Australian National Maritime Museum
Free, but bookings essential (https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/speakers-talk
-captain-cook-health-at-sea-tickets-412543567917?)
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SMSC MEETING AND S&T
at WESTS ASHFIELD, 2 October’22

By Tom Wolf
A very small turnout, maybe because the meeting was held in the middle of a holiday long weekend, maybe because the time and date conflicted with the football Grand Final, or maybe because most members realised that we’ll be meeting in 2 weeks at the EXPO. Anyway, we had 8
members attend the meeting and most of the discussion was about the EXPO and how it is being organised. Congratulations and thanks to Anelia and Michael Bennett who have spent
many hours in preparing for EXPO.
There was only 1 model brought along for S&T,
Ralph Hannaford brought along his part-built
Caldercraft “Mary Rose” at the scale of
1:80.Ralph explained the problems he encountered (and dealt with) along the way..
Discussion followed about the fact that “Mary
Rose” was constructed with carvel hull (not clinker as other warships of the era) and this enabled
the gunports to be lower to the waterline, a factor
that later doomed the ship when the crew failed to
close the gunports when going about.

SMSC needs your help!!

The Club has been donated 2 fantastic models that can be used in seeking valuable funds for
the Club’s treasury. The trouble is, they are both damaged and need repairs to retain their value.
This is a call for any member who may wish to do the repairs to the models (or either of them), if
you are willing and able to assist, SMSC would be most appreciative of your help. Please contact Mike Kelly if you can assist at secretary@smsc.org.au.
These are the two models:
1.
Model of “Rattlesnake”, the American privateer.
The model was built in 1978. On first blush she has a
broken foremast-top and some rigging issues (but we
are sure there is other repair work to be done).

2.
Model of “Amphion”,the royal yacht of Gustavus
lll of Sweden. Built at a scale of 1:40 in 1985. this
model has much superficial damage to the masts and
rigging, some railings are broken and needs a lot of
TLC.

This is an opportunity to put something back into your Club!!
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SHIP MODELLING TIMBERS

By Tom Wolf (with thanks for assistance by Janos Nemeth)
This is a review of the timbers most commonly used by modellers (and kit makers) in
building model ships. Rarely is the modeller given much choice in the timbers and material used in making the model, but if there is a choice, it is hoped that this short (and not too
extensive) study will assist the modeller and make choices easier.
If a model is to be unpainted (or at least painted only in part), then the timber colours and contrast is a very important element in the final appearance of the model, and hence relevant while
building a model.
•

Tanganika is a light fawn coloured timber, in strips often used for hull and deck planking or
as a feature on the hull. It is a tropical hardwood with a medium texture and with closed
pores similar to maple. The colour tends to darken with age, it is usually considered easy to
work with hand and power tools,

•

Limewood (aka basswood) strips are white straight and fine grained timber that are soft
and pliable. Used mainly as the first layer of planking however may be used as the only layer of planking and stained or painted. It is a cream to almost white colour and merges into a
light yellow-ish brown with a possible darker streak. It is easy to work with, soft and great
for turning and large scale hand carving holding its detail very well; and it glues and finishes well.

•

Mahogany timber strips can vary from a light pink to a rich red, used as the second layer of
planking or as a feature strip on the hull, It is a hardwood with a fine, even grain, it is a
dense, durable timber. In its application it does not bend well without proper bending technique as it does splinter.

•

Beech is a common European hardwood with a straight grain and fine texture, strips are a
fawn coloured timber with a flecked grain. It has excellent bending capabilities. Beech is
often steamed to give it a rather pink colour, so it is available either as its natural colour or
the pinker form.
Flexible Beech timber strips are a fawn coloured timber with a flecked grain and incredibly flexible so that can literally be bent to form a “figure 8”, it is perfect for cap railings
around a bluff bow hull.

•

Silver Ash is a durable Australian hardwood of medium texture and noticeable growth
rings. Timber strips are a cream/white coloured timber used for deck planking or as a feature strip on the hull.

•

Teak is one of the best known hardwoods, traditionally used in shipbuilding and decorations. Timber strips are a dark brown coloured timber typically used for the second layer of
hull planking. As for application, gluing sometimes presents difficulties because of the oily
nature of the wood, and it is important to bond only freshly dressed surfaces. Teak will
readily accept paints and stains.

•

Walnut timber strips are a fawn to dark brown colour, used mainly as the second layer of
hull planking and for deck furniture and fittings. Finishing is with just a coat of clear varnish
or lacquer which makes the colour and structure of walnut become more intense. To
achieve a real brown shade in walnut, applying a brown stain in medium or dark oak. Walnut is an excellent timber for carving and turning and is suitable for steam bending, the
longer fibres of walnut make it easier to bend. For the less experienced modeller, bending
walnut is more forgiving, but nevertheless if you force the wood too much when bending it
will buckle before it actually breaks and this may be heard before it happens. At such a moment, proceed with caution and the piece of wood is not immediately lost. Relevantly, it
glues satisfactorily.
cont. p.6
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cont. from p.5
•

Oak wood is a hardwood, its many species grow in various parts of the world, the difference between different species of oak is the degree of interlocking grain. When untreated,
oak has a light colour, varying from almost white to medium brown. Finishing is with just a
coat of clear varnish or lacquer as it does not change the colour of oak much. It was the
building material of choice in early shipbuilding and therefore the timber of choice for the
scratch-building modellers, but oak is a bit more difficult to bend. If you bend it too quickly
or with too much force, it will snap, because oak has a short fibre. Using a good (electric)
bending tool makes bending the wood a lot easier

•

Ramin is an imported straw-coloured hardwood used for mouldings, dowels and carving.

•

Balsa wood is the lightest and softest commercial hardwood timber. White to oatmeal in
colour with high silky lustre. Characteristics of balsa wood make it a unique hardwood albeit, when weight for weight basis is excluded, it is the weakest of all commercial species.
The timber works well with tools but all cutting edges used must be sharp to avoid crumbling of the timber and to ensure a good finish. Balsa wood can be nailed, but its holding
power is quite poor. It glues well, stains and polishes satisfactorily but it is very absorbent.
As it is easy to dent, it is not suitable for hull or deck planking. It also changes its shape
dependent on temperature and moisture levels in the air.

•

Ebony is a high quality dense hardwood that's very hard, very strong, and most of all, very
black sometimes with distinctive yellow-orange stripes. Unlike most woods, ebony is
dense enough to sink in water It is finely textured and has a mirror finish when polished
All species of ebony are in high demand and extremely expensive. It is difficult to work due
to its extremely high density. Some Ebony species have a mild, slightly unpleasant odour
when being worked, so a mask should always be used. In extreme cases it can cause allergic reaction

•

Boxwood (American or Honduras Boxwood, and European Boxwood [also called
Costello]) is a hard, heavy, fine-grained wood, usually white or light yellow in colour. It can
be used for all aspects of modelling, planking, desktop furnishing, decorative elements,
carving. It glues and accepts stain and varnishes well. It can be sanded to a fine finish
European Boxwood is a tight grained, straw yellow hardwood. It is very well suited
for carving and turning, and the tree's diminutive size restricts it to smaller projects.
As it is also one of the most expensive timbers by volume, its use in modelling is
usually to make small decorative items. It accepts acrylic finish very well and can be
sanded to a nearly mirror finish

•

Maple (or meranti as it is also known) is generally straight and depending on the type
(there are over 150 kinds of maple) has a lovely colour varying from light beige colour to
reddish brown. It is suitable for use for framing and decking. The modeller should watch
out for what type maple he gets, for ships it needs to be hard maple and straight grained.
It sands well, holds sharp edges, and can be worked to a finish like glass if desired. It is
hard on hand tools which have to be sharpened often. Maple requires predrilling, can be
bent but tends to be brittle.

•

Fruit tree timbers (pear, cherry, apple etc) are lovely timbers but rarely used other than to
carve figures.

•

These are the more common timbers used in model shipbuilding (that I am aware of), but
over history just about every kind of wood strips and pieces have been known to be used,
anything from precious and rare timbers to coffee stirrers. Please do not send me any articles about other modelling timbers.
cont. p.7
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cont. from p.6

WARNING!
•
Exposure to excessive amounts of wood dust may irritate the eyes, nose, and throat.
Workers may also experience shortness of breath, dryness and sore throat, conjunctivitis (inflammation of the mucous membranes of the eye), and rhinitis (runny nose).
Dermatitis is common and may be caused by the chemicals in the wood
•
All inhaled wood dust is hazardous to your long-term health.
•
There are a variety of charts and other information setting out the allergies and toxicity of timbers used, please check for yourself.
•
Keep your workplace clean and regularly wash your hands, avoid hand contact with
your eyes and mouth.
•
Many timbers are toxic, if you have a reaction, you should seek medical advice or
attend a hospital. BE EXTREMELY CAREFUL WHEN SAWING /SANDING EBONY!!
APPEARANCE
Finally, it is up to the modeller the extent to which they wish to make their models authentic.
This applies not just to those modellers who scratch build models, but also to some who make
their models from kits as some kit makers do give choice in the planking that they provide with
their kits.
For example, some kit makers offer a choice between walnut and oak planking in their kits, as
well as a choice as the authentic or ordinary blocks and other fittings.
Walnut is the choice of many kit makers and it does present beautifully when the model is completed. However, it should be remembered that it was not used over the centuries for making
the hull of ships.
The hulls from the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries (right up to the age of metal) were, for the most
part, made of oak. Only decks, masts etc. were made of pine and other timbers, and much of
the deck furniture and trim was often made of teak.
In saying all this, for my own models, I personally like the look and qualities of walnut and intend
to continue using it as my preferred choice of timber for my hulls. It also contrasts well with tanganika and the light coloured timbers generally used for decking.

USS MASSACHUSETTS (BB-59)

By Richard Keyes
This is an article from the SMA (USA) Newsletter of October 2022:
“Richard sent a photo of his latest build, the plastic model of the U.S.S. Massachusetts (BB59). Richard has built many ship models, both wood and plastic, over the years and is an honorary member of the SMA from Sydney, Australia.

It is interesting that he has reverted to plastic from years of building both kit and scratch in
wood, but with his present difficulty controlling his hands, at least it is good to know that ship
model building can continue indefinitely.”
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RALPH’S PANDEMIC PROJECTS

A man of few words, but a very active modeller, Ralph Hannaford sent through a
note explaining (summarising) what he has been doing over the past two and a bit
years while we were in total or partial lock-down.
It was previously mentioned in Chatterbox that Ralph was helping fellow member
John Beazley to do the rigging on Shackleton's "Endurance" in time for a talk that John was to
give to a Men’s Group at Bowral. Ralph appreciated the challenge John faced as a few years
previously he was faced with the dilemma of doing the rigging of a ship when he didn't feel
able to do the task. Ralph also remembered that some time ago it was mentioned that one of
the visible attributes of the Club was the willingness of members to help other members.
The photos below show John’s "Endurance" waiting for the rigging with sail aloft to start work,
and "Endurance" with rigging and sails completed.

Another request came in from fellow modeller
Steve Taylor to help finish the “Bismarck”
that he had started, but because of his medical
condition he found that he could not finish it.
He put a request on our Website and Ralph
took up the challenge. Ralph was able to take
a completed model back to Steve two months
ago. This was a weekly “newsagent” model kit
in which all main turrets rotated and trained the
barrels. Navigation and search lights lit up and
all radars rotated. Propellers and rudder also
moved when ordered. Sound of gun fire and of
orders being given. It proved to be a challenge
but with his RAN background, Ralph quite enjoyed the experience.

cont. p.9
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cont. from p. 8

During this time, Ralph was contacted by a gentleman from Newcastle
wanting to finish an “HMS Supply”
that his father had started. Ralph
agreed but when the kit was brought
to him, to his horror, Ralph found
that the kit had sails! He had never
worked with sails before, so once
again he listened at the Club meetings and sure enough the subject of
sails came up and Ralph absorbed
the different points of “how to do
sails”. The great result can be seen
in the photo on the left.

When travelling became possible, Peter Rea came to Sydney to pick up the cut-away of HMS Sirius that Ralph had
completed some time before (see photo on the right).

Blair Taylor, a retired SAS soldier also asked for help to finish a model of Krait in time for a
workshop that was being held. As Ralph had a half-finished model, he finished his model for
Blair. Michael Barton gave Ralph some left-over khaki green paint.
When picking up the finished model, Blair brought along his part-built model kit and asked that
Ralph assemble that one for him as well.

Ralph is currently finishing that Krait along with the Mary Rose. He assures us that he will let
us have more pictures later.
-9-

SMSC has, over the years, developed a relationship with other Clubs from
all over the world. In particular, we regularly receive newsletters from the
Midwest Model Shipwrights (USA) called the “Forecastle Report“ and by
arrangement and their kind permission acknowledging the source and the
author, we reprint the following article by Patrick Sand from their February
2022 issue. The photos were taken by Patrick. We caution our Australian
readers that some products and tools may be known or called by different names in Australia.

GUDGEONS, PINTLES & COPPERING

Patrick Sand claims that working with very small parts presents a challenge for him, but to look
at his Syren, you wouldn’t believe that’s possible.
Installing scale copper plating was a totally new experience for him.
Installing gudgeons and pintles over the fragile copper plates presented even more of a concern.
Patrick decided to make the gudgeons and pintles first and pre-fit
them.
They would be functional and include simulated bolts. It would also
allow him to remove the completed rudder while working on the rest
of the model.
Using 3M Spray Adhesive, Patrick took some .4mm brass
sheet, and sandwiched it in between two sheets of cherry
wood.
Strips 1.53mm wide were then
cut from the sheet, one cherry
layer was then removed from
each strip.
Using a Dremel .105” engraver,
equally spaced shallow depressions were made in each strip.
The holes for the bolts were then
drilled into each strip with a 0.4mm drill bit.
The bottom side of each strip would then be the surface facing outward when mounted, thus hiding any remnants of the shallow depressions.
Patrick opted for a triangular shape for the strips, which made it
easier to solder the brass tubing in place.

Once they were ready for mounting, a test fit was conducted on
a piece of scrap wood the same thickness as the rudder and
sternpost. The fasteners were 0.3mm brass nails.
After the rudder was shaped, the G&P’s were test fitted on the
stern post and rudder, and the locations were marked. It was time
to copper the hull.
cont. p.11
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cont. from p. 10
After the rudder was shaped, the G&P’s were test fitted on the
stern post and rudder, and the locations were marked. It was
time to copper the hull.
Nitto 5mm flex tape was applied to the waterline. The copper
tape used for the plates was 5.7mm wide. Us-ing a stamp with
the correct nail pattern, nail head impressions were made in the
copper foil.

The strip was then turned over and a roller was used to flatten
the impressions for a more realistic appearance.
The strips were then cut into individual plates, and applied to
the hull, which had been prepped with two coats of Wipe-On
Poly.
Each plate was burnished with a Q-Tip, and any oil from Patrick’s hands was removed. This last procedure was done often
so finger prints would not permanently impact the finish on the
copper plates.

Once the plating reached the Nitto
tape, the plates were trimmed. Patrick
used a #11 Exacto blade for this procedure, which did not work as well as
he had hoped.
The foil did not cut cleanly. Sand stated that if he were to do it
again, he would try a #10 blade, which has a curved edge. Fortunately, the installation of the final row of plates at the water-line hid
any imperfections that occurred during the trimming process.
After installing the false keel, Patrick turned
his attention to the final hurdle - mounting the
gudgeons and pintles without damaging the
delicate copper foil.
Patrick assumed that the most critical step
would occur while trying to slide the G&P’s
over the copper plating. He decided to file/
sand a slight bevel in the interior leading edges of each assembly,
and remove any burrs that might exist. As you can see, this
worked out very well for a beautiful job.
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DUYFKEN’S (DUTCH) EXPLORATION
OF AUSTRALIA

by Hans van Nieuwkoop (from Kolderstok Modelbouw’s
instruction book for the model of Duyfken)

History
“…Some presume it is firm ground, of the land named Terra Incognita, which allegedly stretches from the Boa Esperanca to here; but of that there is no certainty, so it is counted as an island…” - Jan van Huygen speaks here in his world famous “Itinerario” about the island ‘Java
Major, or big Java’. The island was alleged to be a part of the large, unknown land Terra Incognita, also called Terra Australis – the Southland.
This Southland was said to stretch from the Cape of Good Hope to the south point of South
America, but no one knew exactly where it was, how big it was, or what could be discovered
there …
The “Itinerario” was published in 1596 and was at once a route planner, merchant guide and
treatise on lands and people in Asia.
Before it was even officially published, a copy was given to the skipper of a small fleet of new
ships: the merchant vessels Mauritius, Hollandia and Amsterdam, and the small yacht
Duyfken, all just completed.
On the 2 April 1595 they left the dock of Texel to try the southern sea route to India. Despite
the extensive preparations of the shipowners, Cornelis de Houtman and Gerrit van Beuningen
– the journey had little success, and apparently the cargo barely covered the total cost.
But despite all adversity, one success was crucial: the possibility of shipping to Asia had been
opened.
Founding the VOC
In 1602 the Dutch East India Company (VOC) was founded: an amalgamation of many small
companies which wanted to profit from the winnings of the trade with Asia, but which had no
defence against the Portuguese.
Johan van Oldenbarnevelt, who was at the time in charge of the States of Holland, melded
these ‘fore-companies’ into a strong enterprise which became successful both at trade with
Asia, and at driving off the Portuguese, Spaniards and Englishmen from these profitable trade
routes.
The expansionist tendencies of the newly formed VOC were substantial and it had been
known for a while that there was an unknown territory south of Asia.
Every year around spring, Spanish and Portuguese sailors saw large numbers of sea animals
and waterfowl migrate south, for them to return in the winter months.
These animals had to have breeding grounds somewhere in the south, so the justified assumption was that this had to be the unknown southland

Duyfken’s Expedition to the Southlands
In 1605, on the initiative of the VOC, Jan Willemsz Verschoor set up an expedition ‘to discover
the large country of Nova Guinea and other East and Southlands’. For this he equipped the
small yacht Duyfken (Little Dove).
This yacht, also called a ‘Pinas’, had been in service for a while and proven to be exceptionally
well suited to exploration, she had a shallow draft and good manoeuvrability. The Duyfken left
the docks of Bantam and sailed east towards Nova Guinea before heading south and in 1606,
anchored at Pennefather River (approximately 100 kms north of present day Weipa).
The first encounter with the new land was not encouraging; due to skirmishes with native people, but it was the first European contact with a centuries old land and its original inhabitants.
Australia was truly put on the map for the first time, as Nova Hollandia, by the crew of the
small ship Duyfken who mapped large parts of the west coast of Cape York.
Continuing south, the ship was running short of potable water and Jansz was forced to turn
back. He named this turning point ‘Keerweer’ (turnback) and to this day is called Cape Keerweer which is approximately 400 kms south of Weipa.
cont. p. 13
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cont. from p. 12
Between 1997 and 1999 a replica of the Duyfken was built in Fremantle, Australia to commemorate the first recorded European discovery of Australia.
Duyfken Model by Kolderstok
In the Introduction to the model of Duyfken, I briefly explain the process adopted when designing my kits to what I believe to be the most historically accurate model possible:
While reviewing the drawings made in 1998 by Nick Burningham and Adriaan de Jong, I noticed the foremast was placed at a forward angle.
However, researching various original 17th century books; drawings and paintings, I only could
find a foremast standing perpendicular to the waterline.
So straight up, no angle. I therefore decided to place the mast straight up according to the old
books.
It’s acknowledged 17th century ships were completely built to the eye and vision of the shipwright's master and during most of the 17th century no books or plans were available.
Furthermore, by the end of the 17th century two books were written - one by Nicolaes Witsen,
and one by Cornelis van Yk.
Both described how ships were built, how they came to specific dimensions and how the different parts of the ship were constructed and placed.
There was also a second source for me, the paintings by the Van de Veldes (father and son the elder and the younger).
Although paintings can rarely be trusted to be a 100% accurate, they do provide a clear view
of the ship’s lines and rigging etc.
Most probably the van de Veldes had access to some models from which they could replicate
in some detail. Therefore when developing my kit two main alterations to the plans by Burningham was obvious to me from the beginning:
First: the stem of the ship should be formed as a quarter of a circle, instead of the more flat
curvature shown on Burningham’s plans.
Second: the foremast should be straight up, and not at an angle forwards. I simply could not
find any picture or written text which could explain why the foremast should bend forwards.
The argument that this was to prevent some cross beams from being cut in two does not hold
stake to me as the whole ship's construction was made of frames with several cross beams
over the complete length and it was quite simple to place a cross beam on a spot where it
would not interfere with the foremast.
The castle at the front of the ship (the open superstructure) was a part which came later in the
gradual development of the ship which started from a rather flat (but curved) hull on which a
fore and aft superstructure were built. So these superstructures could and would also be
adapted to the place of the mast - not the other way round. They also did not give a significant
improvement in the strength of the ship.
Marquart (if you’re familiar with his article) had some discussion about the placement of the
mast - if it should be in the forecastle or in front of it, but even he placed the foremast at an angle forwards. The main mast was bending backwards; about 5 degrees and the mizzen had
the same angle.
Witsen also gives some calculation rules but these are difficult to understand if you don't know
his specific way of thinking and writing, therefore I’m unable to draw precise conclusions.
No Right or Wrong Way
In 2021, I had several discussions with Ab Hoving (former curator of the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam's ship department) about the Dutch ships from the 17th century and our latest model
we’re soon to launch.
His key point was quite clear: there was no right or wrong of that era. Shipbuilders built their
ships as they saw fit.
Therefore, the foremast could be either in the forecastle or more to the front; it was also a case
of trial and error.
In other words, if plan A doesn’t work, try plan B. No fixed rules - keep the design that works
and forget the design that doesn’t work.
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THE WRECK OF
SUBMARINE HMAS AE1

By Alan Bideleux
HMAS AE1 was launched on May 22. 1913 and was lost with all hands off the coast of New
Britain (Papua New Guinea) on 14 September, 1914.
Following a dozen or so unsuccessful attempts to locate the wreckage, she was eventually located in December 1977.
The AE Class submarines were larger versions
of the previous AD class and AE1 & AE2 were
the first submarines commissioned to the Australian Navy.
They were delivered on 24 May, 1914. The AE
Class had 4 torpedo tubes, two more than the
AD Class but had no guns.
These tubes were situated at both the bow and
the stern of sub. There was a spare torpedo for
each tube – a total of eight but she did not carry
a gun on the deck.
Together with AE2, she took part in operations in waters off the coast of northern Australia and operated there through the German occupation and the eventual surrender
of Rabaul on 13 September, 1914.
In September 1914, she, in company with
HMAS Parramatta, was on patrol off Cape
Gazelle and when Parramatta returned to
port, AE1 was not to be seen so a search
was set up immediately.
No trace of her was found and she was then officially listed as “lost with all hands”. This tragedy was the first Australian naval loss of life in the First World War. It was not until the 21 st Century that a concerted effort was made to locate the wreck site.
RAN Naval Officer, John Foster, who was stationed in Darwin, concentrated his searches in
the locality of Mioko Island in the Duke of York Islands. His work let to any searches being
conducted in the early years of this century but factors such as volcanic activity in the deep
water which could easily have caused wreckage to be covered by disruptions to the sea bed,
and the high number of ships that were wrecked over the years in the area all transpired to
make her location a hidden mystery for so long.
On 13 December, 2017 a search, partially funded by the Australian Government, Silent World
Foundation, the Submarine Institute of Australia and the Australian National Maritime Museum
located the wreckage off the Duke of York Islands.
She was in good condition. The location was not
revealed at the time in order to preserve it and
the site was declared a “war grave”. One of the
rear torpedo tubes was found to be open.
A team from the ANMM, headed by Kevin Sumption concluded in September 2018 that a ventilation valve had possibly been open in order to
bring fresh air into the sub.
This may not have been secured when she dived
causing the flooding of the engine room and loss
of control. All crew would have died instantaneously when she imploded at a depth of 100m.
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WHEN IS A SEARCH AND RESCUE
BOAT NOT A NAVY SHIP?
-WHEN IT IS OPERATED BY THE RAAF

Geoff Kubank, our Associate Member from Merewether, is a keen flyer spending as much time
as he can in the wild blue yonder in his Tiger Moth. As a member of the RAAF Association he
reads his copy of “Wings”, a magazine published by the RAAF Association NSW. It was in
Wings that he read about Rescue Boat 02-06 and how it has been donated back to the RAAF.
From 1921 until 1993 (including throughout WW2) the RAAF operated rescue launches and
other classes of vessels. At one time the number peaked at 1300 vessels, almost half of them
powered craft..
Fifteen 02-class search and rescue boats (SAR) were built by Thornycroft/Halversen in Melbourne, including rescue boat 02-06 which served during WW2.
After the war, the RAAF started gradually disposing of their
stock of vessels and 02-06
was sold off in 1954 when it
was purchased to be a recreational boat and used for 36
odd years on the waterways
between Sale and Lakes Entrance (Victoria).
At the end of its life as a family
cruiser, it has now been donated by her owner Howard
“Harry” Bowman to the RAAF
for its History and Heritage
facility at Spotswood in Melbourne. It is to be restored to
its WW2 state (and colours,
most likely black hull and buff
tops that are traditional for SAR vessels), and then go on display at Point Cook.
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USS BEAR (aka USRC & USCG BEAR)

Report by Tom Wolf
SS Bear was a dual steam-powered and sailing
ship built with six-inch (15.2 cm)-thick sides which
had a long life in various cold-water and ice-filled environs.
She was a forerunner of modern icebreakers and had a diverse service life. According to the United States Coast
Guard official website, Bear is described as "probably the
most famous ship in the history of the Coast Guard”
Built in Scotland in 1874 as a steamer for sealing, her hull
was planked with 6” thick oak, covered with 4” thick Australian ironwood, and the bow was strengthened with steel plate
to help her cut through the ice found in the seal hunting grounds. She was owned and operated hunting seals out of Newfoundland for ten years.
In the mid-1880’s, she took part in the search for the ill-fated
Greely Expedition who had been trapped in the Arctic for almost 4
years without any re-supply (and only 6 men survived) .
Captained by the first African-American commissioned officer in
US history, Captain Michael Healy of the United States Revenue
Cutter Service (later part of the U.S. Coast Guard), she worked
the 20,000-mile coastline of Alaska. She later assisted with relief
efforts after the 1906 San Francisco earthquake.
Her services also included the second expedition of Admiral Richard E. Byrd to Antarctica, and again to the southernmost continent
in 1941 to evacuate Americans at the beginning of World War II.
From 1941 to 1944, Bear served in the Northeast Atlantic Greenland Patrol. The rigging was cut down to two masts to become a fully motorized ship. After the
capture, on 12 September 1941, of the German-controlled
Norwegian sealer Buskø, which was used as a supply ship
for secret weather stations, Bear towed the prize to Boston.
Bear had the distinction of being the oldest U.S. Navy ship
to be deployed outside the continental United States during
World War II. She was one of the last ships equipped with
sails to serve in a theatre of war. She was also one of a
very few U.S. Navy ships to have served at sea during the
Spanish–American War as well as both world wars.
In May 1944, the Navy decommissioned the Bear for the
last time. Bear remained in surplus until 1948 even though its timbers were still sound. Buyers
from Halifax, Nova Scotia purchased the Bear hoping to use the cutter in the sealing trade
once again, but that trade was on its way out and as a result the Bear remained in Halifax for
years before her owners finally sold her to a Philadelphia restaurant developer for use as a
floating eatery.
In March 1963 a seagoing tug started taking the old cutter to her new home. During the trip,
heavy seas developed and at a point about 200 miles off the
Massachusetts coast the Bear parted the tug’s cable. The
snapping of the cable caused her fore-mast to shear off, which
punctured her hull and she sank beneath the waves at 9:10 am
on March 19, 1963 at the venerable old age of 89 years.
In October 2021, a shipwreck found two years earlier was positively identified as Bear. The location was described as 260
miles east of Boston, the precise location is being kept secret
to deter divers from attempting to reach it,
Models of Bear grace many museum and gallery displays in
the USA.
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